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ABSTRACT

Growth monitoring and promotion (GMP) programs have been implemented worldwide for decades. Consistent evidence of their effectiveness is lacking and complicated by design and operational differences. Nevertheless, tracking child growth and development is a fundamental component of routine preventive child health care, and governments in 178 countries implement some form of GMP. This article makes the point that despite implementation challenges, there is a compelling need for GMP. It enables a crucial dialogue with families and communities about how to support the healthy growth and development of their children and can be a powerful tool for stimulating action and accountability for child nutrition and development at household, community, subnational, and national levels. We propose that GMP deserves a fresh rethink, with a paradigm shift that tailors GMP programs and activities for different development, geographic, and cultural contexts and considers how to optimize implementation for scalability. J Nutr 2020;150:192–194.
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Introduction

Growth monitoring and promotion (GMP) programs have been implemented worldwide for decades. Most programs involve monthly weighing of children aged <5 y in health facilities or communities, with group or individual counseling and education on feeding and health-promoting practices (1). Over the years, GMP programs have had mixed success, leading to criticism for not consistently achieving expected impacts on the health and nutrition of young children (1, 2). These findings are unsurprising because programs differ substantially in purpose, design, and implementation. For example, some use GMP at the health facility as part of clinical assessment, others in a community-based program to identify growth faltering and engage in a conversation with the caregiver. Some programs focus on nutritional status, whereas others focus on growth velocity. Importantly, each differs in the content and quality of the growth promotion component, which is central to GMP programs’ ability to deliver better nutrition outcomes. In addition, operational aspects like participation rates, measurement and interpretation accuracy, the capacity of health systems to handle referrals, and the readiness of community authorities to support GMP vary widely, affecting program results (1, 3–6). This heterogeneity makes it difficult not only to measure the impact of GMP but also to clearly define what GMP currently is, or should be, and why we need it.

Despite the lack of consistent evidence of effectiveness, governments in 178 countries continue to implement some form of GMP and see it as a critical platform for improving child health and nutrition. Given its near universality, we convened a group of 60 thought leaders, program implementers, and researchers 24–26 October 2018 in Washington, DC, to review the empirical and experiential evidence on GMP globally. In preparation for this consultation, two literature reviews were drafted on GMP implementation and impact, using peer-reviewed and gray literature published during the last 10 y, reviewed by the authors, and distributed to program participants before the consultation. We considered whether these programs were worth investing in, and possible changes in how these programs could be designed and implemented to emphasize and address child growth and development to achieve global nutrition and development ambitions, including the World Health Assembly global nutrition targets (7), the Sustainable Development Goals (8), and the Nurturing Care Framework (9). The meeting deliberated about coverage and delivery challenges; approaches to improve program outcomes; innovations in growth measurement, analysis, and data use; and
Many health workers have difficulty measuring, plotting, and interpreting growth data (11). It is particularly challenging to accurately measure length/height, limiting the feasibility of tracking this important aspect of child growth in programmatic settings. New tools, such as the child length mat, can improve family and community understanding of linear growth, which can contribute to better nutrition and growth outcomes (12, 13). Others, such as the forthcoming digitalized height board and 3-D anthropromaging tool, are being developed to improve the accuracy of anthropometric measurement (14). Mobile phone applications offer promising new tools to improve decision-making and follow-up. They can track clients, schedule visits, improve plotting and interpretation of child growth, tailor counseling messages, and streamline data processing and interpretation for community dialogue and high-level analysis (15–17). Introducing new tools such as these, accompanied by robust implementation research, can improve the scalability and impact of GMP.

**Should We Continue to Routinely Monitor Child Growth and Development?**

The meeting highlighted that even with the potential efficiency and value of using GMP as a platform for the delivery of an integrated package of child health, nutrition, and development services in communities with the poorest maternal and child health indicators, implementers face numerous challenges. For one, GMP is currently underutilized for delivery of child development services such as early stimulation and early learning. Also, in many settings coverage is low, scaling community programs takes time, and the promotion component of GMP requires strengthening (1, 2). Evidence also suggests that most programs focus on weight alone (1, 10), overlooking other nutritional conditions like linear growth faltering and overweight. Further, the emphasis of health workers on data plotting and record-keeping, as opposed to the analysis of the causes of growth faltering and developmental delays that are amenable to remediation, continues to be of concern.

Even though there are documented implementation shortcomings, we feel that there are several compelling reasons to reinforce—not jettison—GMP: first, GMP provides frequent (usually quarterly if not monthly) contacts with caregivers and community members close to home, serving as an entry point for other essential nutrition and child health and development services. Second, GMP allows caregivers and communities to visualize healthy growth and nutrition, both of which are otherwise still largely invisible, and especially so in communities with a high prevalence of undernutrition. With accompanying high-quality, targeted, and individualized counseling that uses growth data, child age, and general health status, health or frontlineworkers can promote actions to prevent further growth faltering and optimize development. Third, growth monitoring data can be a powerful tool for stimulating action and accountability for child nutrition and development at household, community, subnational, and national levels.

**How to Shift the GMP Paradigm?**

The convening highlighted the following five areas as critical points to consider in shifting the paradigm of GMP programs:

1) **Use new tools for child growth measurement and innovations in data for decision making.**

Capturing and sharing critical concepts and lessons from past and existing models would provide an important knowledge base from which GMP designers could modify their programs to best suit evolving and unique contexts and needs. It would be useful to develop a programming guide that describes the various typologies of GMP programming, how to implement GMP at different levels of health system readiness and coverage, and how to implement GMP in geographic and cultural contexts of varied malnutrition prevalence.

2) **Define diverse GMP models and the contexts in which they can be most effective.**

Although GMP is often solely a health sector activity, the convening highlighted that countries as diverse as Peru, Nepal, Indonesia, Cambodia, and Senegal are using GMP as a platform to not only assess child growth but also provide referrals to services available through other sectors (e.g., education, social protection, etc.) to improve child nutrition, health, and development. The Crecer strategy in Peru (17) provides a good example of the integration of monitoring and action to support early child development through incorporation of parenting skills, responsive care, early stimulation, and other aspects of the Nurturing Care Framework (9) into GMP.

3) **Improve cross-sectoral engagement using GMP as an entry point.**

Research suggests that longer and more intensive practice-oriented training, coupled with supportive supervision, results in improved GMP implementation and health worker counseling skills (1, 2, 18). In parallel, the question of how to balance the effective operationalization of GMP in the context of overstretched frontline health workers requires careful and context-specific consideration.

4) **Focus on human resources management, training, workload, and performance support.**

Generally, the education and counseling offered to primary caregivers in GMP programs is absent or weak (1, 2). Growth promotion activities including individual counseling and group or community communication are often delinked from the growth measurement and are too generic, lacking age-specificity or tailoring for the growth status of the child or the community situation (3, 5). In the absence of an explicit link to the measure of a child’s growth (and concomitant cognitive and other types of development), the act of measuring is meaningless. With strong evidence that social and behavior change communication (SBCC) can improve infant and young child feeding practices when the messages are locally tailored and delivered with sufficient coverage, frequency, and salience (19–23), it is imperative that the paradigm shift focus on linking growth and development outcomes to well-formulated social and behavior change programming. This means using formative research and human-centered design to develop a robust SBCC plan including counseling and other communication...
interventions; strengthening health worker facilitation and counseling capacity with appropriate performance support; and amplifying actions by linking with other sectors providing inputs that enable social and behavior change. Likewise, using growth-outcome data to stimulate collective action and improve community accountability for creating an environment that fosters healthy growth merits attention as part of a strong SBCC plan.

Where Do We Go from Here?

Despite agreement on the critical points to consider for GMP moving forward, the convening highlighted that much work remains to be done, including operational research to understand and unpack efficient and impactful delivery approaches as well as research on targeting, cost-effectiveness, and scalability of a more comprehensive GMP model. In addition, agreement is needed on the role of length measurement, the use of stunting as an individual-level indicator, and the frequency with which to measure child growth. Despite these significant remaining questions, the convening jump-started a valuable discussion informed by substantial programmatic experience that we hope serves as a starting point to reopen the global conversation on why GMP deserves a fresh new look for promoting child growth and development.
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